Overview version

１．Comprehensive Plan Overview and Background of Decision Making
Goals of Comprehensive Plan Decision Making
・The

Comprehensive Plan is set out to make clear the future vision for Yao and to indicate the
direction taken in order to realize this vision.

Comprehensive Plan Formation and Timescale
・The comprehensive plan is formed of the ‘basic concepts’ and ‘basic plan (plans by goal / plans by community)’.
・The ‘basic concepts’ represent the future vision for Yao in ten years time and the goals of town building.
・The ‘basic plan (plans by goal)’indicate the type of life aimed for and division of roles, major efforts, indexes etc by each goal of
town building with a view to realizing the future vision for Yao as outlined in the basic concepts.
・The ‘basic plan (plan by community)’clarifies the situation of each community and the directions they are heading in by defining
elementary school zones (sometimes junior high-school zones depending on the situation of community activities) as basic units of
‘community’ and, at the same time, it is a compilation of the above mentioned community-edited plans by goal.

・Regarding specific measures and undertakings carried out on the basis of the ‘basic plan’, every year an ‘enforcement plan’ which
looks ahead three years is formulated. When it is formulated, it is linked to budgetary processes and administrative reviews.

Basic Concepts
[10 years]
Future vision for
Yao
・Goals for town
building

Basic Plan
Plans for

separate
goals

Individual plans
by policy area
‘Regional welfare plan’,
‘urban master plan’ etc

[5 years]

・The kind of life we aim for
・Major initiatives for the
realization of the life we aim for

2011 to 2020

First period 2011 to 2015
Second period 2016 to 2020

Separate
regional plans
・Communal power
・The direction of town
building

Enforcement Plan
［3 years］

Plan for promoting our
town (provisional title)
Drawing of plan based on
discussions between communal
citizens in each school zone
(drawn successively in years
following 2011)

Main issues in Yao
①
②
③
④

⑤

Development of a communal society where there is always
peace of mind
Formation of crisis management system for times of trouble
Development of a child rearing and educational environment
that appeals to the young generation
Discovery and promotion of Yao’s appeal and development
of the right opportunities to increase the
peoples love of the town
Succession and development of the town of Yao for small to
medium size businesses

⑥ Building of a pleasant town to live in
⑦ Responding to environmental issues
⑧ A mutually supportive Yao where a variety of values are
accepted
⑨ Promotion of sustainable community buildings
⑩ Making administrative management more efficient and
financial control more sound

Future Population Outlook
Population at the end of September 2010
Estimated population in 2020

271,931
Around 260 thousand (In the case where the numbers of
those moving in and out are balanced)

Example of Plan by Goal (Policy 1)

Example of Plan by Community（Extract from Yowa Primary School）

*Please visit public reading rooms, public libraries and branch offices regarding ‘Plan by
Goal’ and ‘Plan by Community’. Information is also available on the Yao City homepage.

２．Future vision for Yao and Goals for Town Building
Future Vision for Yao

A new Yao in Kawachi with connections to vitality
We will bring out the vitality of the diverse community resources including each and every
citizen, every organization of activities such as groups and businesses, our natural environment
and culture and also by ‘connecting’ from a new perspective, we will increase the value of ‘town’.
Also by taking on the historically rooted enterprising spirit of Kawachi, we will maximize the
greatness of Yao and put our very best into building ‘a new Yao in Kawachi’.

Vitality
A diverse range of people have lived in Yao since prior times and have helped each other with a “you
really helped me” and “we can depend on each other” attitude of mutual support. Another major
characteristic of Yao is the vibrant development of all kinds of industries such as manufacturing,
agriculture and trade. Furthermore, community activities and citizens’ activities are also vibrantly
carried out.
The ‘vitality’ of Yao is created by the ‘vitality’ that continues to be maintained by our diverse community
resources including each and every citizen, every organization of activities such as community groups,
civil activist groups, businesses and administrations and also our natural environment and culture that
support Yao. The future vision of Yao shall be based upon ‘vitality’, which is used as a keyword to
represent the present Yao and also the Yao of the future.

Connections
The word ‘Connections’ contains a range of ideas.
‘Overall Yao town building’ should be closely ‘connected’ with ‘community building in order to move
forward..
Greater ‘connections’ will be sought with organizers of activities such as citizens, community
groups, civil activist groups, business people and administrations. Importance will be placed in
personal touch to community ‘connections’ and town building will be undertaken with citizen’s
participation and cooperation. We will also plan the renewed development of each industry by
connecting various industries including agriculture, trade, manufacturing and tourism from a new
perspective.
In this way, the future vision for Yao shall be based on ‘connections’, which is a keyword
representing how we will maximize variety of charm and community resources that Yao can be
proud of and promote new encounters, discoveries and the creation of new values and create new
synergistic effect.

A new Yao in Kawachi
Situated at the bottom of the lush green Mount Takayasu, while overcoming occasional flooding
since old times by changing the watercourse of the Yamato River and improving river ways,
developing new paddy fields, fostering the Kawachi cotton industries and utilizing favorable
conditions, Yao has been developing as the central town of the large Kawachi area connecting
Naniwa and Nara.
Places of work and places of residence are close and the town rich in farmland is easy to travel in by
bicycle and the town is also overflowing in open-hearted, unassuming friendships and kindness.
In todays conditions, which signal to us the importance of action against depopulation and the
importance of urban sustainability, one considers again just how valuable and fitting are the way of
life and lifestyle of the ‘Yao people’ which embody the rich traits of Kawachi and also the value of
‘Kawachi-ness’ which pulsates down through the ages.
For those of a mature age, we will continue a ‘Yao’ where individuality is respected and where there
is a richness of presence. Maximizing today’s ‘greatness of Yao’ and ‘Kawachi-ness’, we will bring out
one by one ways of daily life, culture, industry and town building and further with all our might a
‘new Yao development’. Holding on to this hope, we offer ‘A New Yao in Kawachi’ as our keyword.

Goals of town building
The future vision for Yao represents how Yao should be as we look towards realizing our goals in ten years

Future vision for Yao

A new Yao in Kawachi,
with connections to vitality

Six goals of town building
1. A Yao where anyone can
continue to live in
security and peace of
mind
５. A Yao where there is a
good life with environmental
awareness

６. A Yao developed by
all

４. A Yao that is vibrant and
where the places of work
are close to home

２. A Yao that opens up
possibilities in the futures
of our children and young
people

３. A Yao where the appeal of
the town is increased and
promoted

16 courses of efforts towards town
building (policies)

Goal 1

①

Town building with security and peace of mind

②

Development of medical care and public health systems

③Promotion of regional welfare and provision of welfare services

Goal 2
Goal 3
Goal 4

④Making an environment good for child rearing where children can grow up in good health
⑤An education that raises children with a zest for life
⑥Discovery, implementation and creation of ‘the appeal of the town’
⑦Culture, learning and exchanges that enrich one’s intellectual and cultural life
⑧Encouragement of industry and creation of a bustling town
⑨The development of an urban foundation that brings out the liveliness of the town
⑩Town building that is kind to the environment

Goal 5

⑪Maintaining a secure and pleasant waterways system
⑫Making a secure, safe water supply provision system

⑬Maintaining a public sewage system

⑭Realization of a symbiotic society with respect for human rights and the desire for peace

Goal 6

⑮Encouragement of citizens’ cooperation and community autonomy
⑯Encouragement of trustworthy administrative management

Looking towards the realization of the future vision for Yao, we offer these 6 goals and with different sectors such as
administration, citizens, communities and business people all playing their respective roles, we will move our efforts forward in
line with the 16 courses of efforts towards town building.

３．Goals of town building and direction of town building efforts (policies)

＊ Policy represents the type of life aimed for, the
division of roles, major efforts and guidelines etc. There
is a total of 63 policies. (For details, please refer to the
Basic Plan [Plans by goal]).

Looking towards the realization of the future urban vision for Yao and 6 goals of town building, we will advance
63 measures in line with the direction (policy) of the 16 town building efforts.

Town Building Goals 1 to 3
Goal 1

The direction and measures (policy) of efforts towards achieving the goals of town building
Policy

A Yao where anyone can continue to live in security and peace of mind

Measure
１

At present, accompanying the advance of the aging society, social phenomena that are felt ever
closer to peoples’ lives threaten more and more our security and peace of mind. Through
administrations, communities, citizens, NPO’s and business people joining forces and working
together, respecting human rights and with efforts towards self-help as the base, by increasing
mutual support with warmth by the community and the cooperation among medical treatment,
health care and welfare systems and through the provision of high quality services, we will aim
for a Yao where anyone can continue to live in security and peace of mind based on an idea of
social inclusion in a community where one can feel at home.
We will also advance efforts on anti-crime, measures against outbreaks of disasters
and traffic safety, along with our citizens. Information regarding these kinds of efforts will be
jointly held by administrations, communities, citizens, NPO’s and business people etc. and
required information and services will be transmitted to those who need it and we will aim for
the realization of a town where anyone can live at ease and happily participate in society as long
as they like.

A new Yao in Kawachi, with connections to vitality.

Goal 2

A Yao that opens up possibilities in the futures of our children and
those of the young generation

Children are the treasure of communities. Through studies, personal development opportunities
and experiences that make use of Yao’s wonderful regional resources such as our rich nature,
historical heritage and industrial integration, we will aim for a town where the children and those
of the young generation born and brought up in Yao can be raised in touch with the warmth of
people and adults, think well of their own future and have their potential realized.
In addition, while responding in full to the expectations of parents and guardians who
look to the development and raising of these children, improving themselves along with their
children through the joy of raising children, we will raise Yao’s appeal and image as a town where
the futures of children and the young generation are broadened and efforts will be made in the
way where human resources who will bear responsibility for the Yao of tomorrow will be
assembled in Yao and nurtured in Yao.

２
３
４

１

５
６
７
８
９

２

３

Improvement of medical
and
health
insurance
systems
Encouragement
of
community welfare and
provision
of
welfare
services

10

Encouragement of disease prevention and good health

11

Improvement of medical services

12

Improvement of community medical care systems

13
14
15
16
17

Policy

４

Making an environment
adequate for children to
grow in good health that is
easy to raise children in
An education that raises
children with a zest for life

Creation of mutually supportive community welfare
systems
Making systems whereby the elderly can feel that their
lives are worth living and are supported
Provision of nursing care services
Support of self-dependency for disabled people
Support for those with living difficulties

Efforts to support child raising
(Tsudoi meeting hall)

18

Increase of maternal and child health care

19

Efforts for communal child raising and prevention of
cruelty to children

20

Improvement of day care services

21

Improvement of childhood education

23
24

Fire safety drills

Preventative nursing care class

Measure

22

５

Goal 3

Town building with the
goals of security and peace
of mind

Anti-crime efforts to build a secure town
Toughening of disaster prevention to increase peace of
mind
Making a strong fire prevention system
Toughening of emergency responses
Promotion of safety consciousness to stop traffic
accidents
Encouragement of appropriate use of bicycles by every
citizen
Efforts
to
protect
consumers
and
support
self-dependency
Construction of good quality homes that enable living
in peace
Effective, functional updating of public facilities/
installations

Sound developing of the young who bear responsibility
for the next generation
Raising of primary/ junior high-school pupils who have
balanced abilities in intelligence/ moral/ physical power
Equality of opportunity in education

School ICT lessons

A Yao where the appeal of the town is increased and sent out

Together with joining forces, cooperation, succession and improvement by administrations,
communities, NPO’s and business people, through the sending out of the appeal that Yao owns
such as our nature, history, culture and manufacturing to the rest of the country and beyond
and through effective communication of these appeals, we will aim for a town where, from the
point of view of citizens and also those outside the city and business people, “there is always
appealing information being sent out”. The dispatch of appealing information will be the
starting point of calling in various human resources, opportunities, know-how and encounters
to Yao.
In addition, by increasing opportunities for Yao’s various appeals to be included in our
daily lives and our entertainment and by allowing anyone to be able to study at any time, we
will create a daily life and activities with an appeal only realized in Yao. We will work towards
increasing peoples’ affections and pride towards Yao and will make efforts to lead them to
positive participation towards settlement, moving in and activities in the community.

Policy
６

７

Discovery, implementation
and creation of ‘the appeal
of the town’
Culture, education and
exchanges
that
raise
richness of heart

Measures
25

Discovery and implementation of Yao’s appeal

26

Conservation of natural resources

27

Conservation and utilization of historical heritage etc

28

Efforts for lifelong learning

29

International exchange and internal exchanges

30

Promotion of art and culture

31

Efforts for sports/ recreation

Shionjiyama burial mound

International Exchange Field Day Festival

Town Building Goals 4 - 6
Goal 4

Yao – a town bustling with nearby workplaces

Yao is predominant in our country for being a ‘town of small to medium size businesses’ and that is the
greatest strength of our city. There are also many working people within the city and a characteristically
bustling town is being formed with a wide variety of urban functions such as industry and housing being
integrated.
In developing a town where workplaces and homes are close-by, the merit of having places of work
close to residences is to be considered part of Yao’s appeal. The exuberance of Yao’s diverse industry leads to
first, the creation of closeness and job variety, the town’s liveliness, the improvement of fundamental
functions, safe and peaceful citizens’ lives, highly convenient urban activities and a healthy life-work balance.
Securing industrial development in Yao as well as maintaining the vibrant regional economy and stable
employment will lead to the creation of an environment where citizens and entrepreneurs can live in peace
and will add to the liveliness of Yao.
Industries are linked to raising employment and tax revenue, commerce leads to the quality of
citizens’ lives and making a lively town and agriculture also leads to significant local production and local
consumption. Also, the formation of urban structures based on public and private sector development trends
and the state of activities will lead to the formation of a city where citizens can live safely and with peace of
mind through the formation of multi-polar urban structures and the axis of the town, the formation of water
and greenery bases/ axis and the preservation and use of regional resources. Through cooperation among
various sectors, for example, an agriculture-commercial-industrial partnership, and the development of urban
infrastructure, we will aim for a lively, bustling town where anybody can work happily, by supporting
industrial development, and strengthening urban functions.

A new Yao in Kawachi, with connections to vitality.

Goal 5

The direction and measures (policy) of efforts towards achieving the goals of town building

Policy
32
8

Promoting industry and
creating a vibrant town

33
34
35
36
37

９

Forming
an
urban
foundation which will
create a bustling town

38
39
40
41
42

Policy

Yao – a town with environmental awareness that’s good to live in

As environmental issues become more serious, environmental awareness becomes a part of peoples’
consciousness, lives and business activities. However, for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, work
and efforts need to be put into practice on a higher level.
In order to preserve the environment which is the very base of our survival, in our daily lives and
economic activities, there is a need not just for ‘convenience’ and ‘ease’ but a need to heighten efforts towards
creating a new ‘environmental culture’ such as the inheritance of an attitude of ‘don’t waste’ and the
promotion of ‘quality of life’ where there is environmental awareness in daily life and activities and also there
is the need to promote the creation of a new ‘environmental culture’ of recycling and preservation. In this way,
Yao is demonstrating to the world a new way of life for a new age and a new style of town building.
Water, also, is indispensible in peoples’ lives. By carrying out our efforts to protect water
environment such as the provision of aqueducts that allows safe and stable use of water, the laying down of
public sewage and a comprehensive water utilities policy, we will aim to build a town that is easy to live in
where the lives and properties of our citizens will be safeguarded.

Measures

Town building that is
gentle on the environment

Employment support and job creation
Effective use of the land and preservation of
the town landscape
Development of appealing urban areas etc
Improvement of urban planning, roads, etc.
Improvement
and
maintenance
of
residential roads
Life with greenery through planting trees in
parks and the town.
A full public transport network

Manufacturing
products

Agriculture

The area around JR Kyuhoji
Station

Measures
43

10

Encouraging ‘town building’ that makes use
of industrial policy
Promoting and dispatching products in
which pride is taken worldwide
Promotion and cultivation of businesses that
are rooted in and contribute to the town
Promotion of agriculture that brings appeal

44
45
46

Developing
a
comfortable
living
environment
Realizing a Yao that is a beautiful town
Promoting
measures
against
global
warming
Efforts towards reuse of resources
Formation of a water environment with
awareness of waterways policies and the
environment

11

Maintaining a safe and
pleasant water supply

47

12

Creation of a safe and secure
waterways provision system

48

Steady provision of water supplies

13

Improvement of public sewage

49

Encouragement of construction of sewage
systems

‘‘Green
Campaign’
preservation activities

environmental

Primary school children receive a
travelling seminar on sewage systems

Goal 6

Policy

A Yao that is built by everyone

What supports a happy, healthy Yao are people. In a diverse community where a variety of people live, we
will support a town where people respect each other and there is a deep sense of human rights. Also, in a time
where there is loosening of communal connections, in Yao, there are a variety of activities in each community
and a variety of different activities in different fields. By creating new pillars of multiple generations
together with the expectations towards the baby boomer generation and by encouraging active participation
in communal activities and citizens’ activities as well as the cooperation between public and private sectors
among various organizations, we will aim to raise the opportunities for “WE will build OUR own town by
OURSELVES ” through sharing each others’ roles including those of business people and will aim to develop
Yao together.
Furthermore, looking towards the realization of our future town vision, the administrative body
will make the issues clear by understanding and analyzing the information in the community and will
examine appropriate measures. Moreover, by creating as the core “a new public” that adequately works
together with citizens, communities and business people etc. through sharing their roles, from a welfare
viewpoint of the general administration, we will plan necessary administrative services and projects, put
them into practice and make assessment of them and will aim for an administrative management that
continually provides steady results as well as sound fiscal consolidation. In addition to this, through
partnerships with neighboring self-governing bodies in Osaka Prefecture and at a national level, we will
promote integrated administration of a large region with a view to providing more efficient and better quality
services.
Goal 6 is one of the town building goals along with goals 1 to 5 and at the same time, it also
contains characters of a common goal that supports goals 1 to 5.

14

The realization of a co-existence
society where respect for human
rights and peace are aspired to

Measures
50
51
52

15

Promotion of citizen cooperation
and communal self-governing
bodies

54
55
56
57
58
59

16

Promotion
of
trustworthy
administrative management

60
61
62
63

Building of a warm and friendly town where
the human rights of each individual are
respected
Raising awareness of human rights and the
promotion
of
society
free
from
discrimination
Promotion
of
multiculturalism
and
co-existence
Support for community town building and
communal activities
Encouragement of citizen activities that
contribute to the town
Promotion of gender equality

Travelling
seminar
for
understanding
disabled
people
which took place in a primary school

Promotion of planned administration
Promotion of broader-based administration
Promotion of administrative and fiscal
reform
Provision of administrative information and
safeguarding of personal information
Utilization of human resources and
activation of organizations
Fulfilling the function of reception services
Sound and fairer administrative and fiscal
management

Briefing session about the ‘Let’s
change Yao a little’, - a movement for
improving services by city workers

４．Measure to promote town building
Town building perspectives
① The starting point and the leading players involved in town building are the
individual citizens.
② The furthering of town building with the perspectives of both ‘overall Yao development’
and ‘community town building’ is the main principle.
③ ‘Overall Yao development’ will be sustainably and steadily advanced.
④ ‘Community town building’ is carried out in full while respecting diversity.

‘Overall Yao development’
◆ ‘Overall Yao development’ is town building with a view of all the areas of Yao and with all
the areas of Yao as the target.
（Example）Provision of welfare and child nursing care services, school education, the laying down or renewal of urban
infrastructure such as public waterworks and urban planning road programs, encouragement of industry, building of
risk management systems, town building that respects human rights, administrative and fiscal reforms etc.

◆Through ‘overall Yao development’, while utilizing the wealth of community resources, taking
up ideas of coexisting with nature, designating areas surrounding railway stations as urban
hubs, we will promote the continued development of a ‘multi-polar urban structure’ that
comes from shared functions and mutual partnership.
◆Looking towards the realization of six objectives of town building from an overall Yao
perspective, we will formulate and advance ‘The Master Plan’ (a plan by goal) and ‘Plan by
community’ and continually and steadily advance ‘overall Yao development’ with the
partnership and cooperation of the citizens.
[Illustration of future urban structure]

Wide-area
disaster
prevention base

Major core
Secondary core
New urban core

Urban
core

Water & green
base
Cultural/
historical base

Urban axis
Water & green axis

Various
bases

Natural green zone
Green
Ikoma
range

belt

of the
mountain

Community Town Building
◆‘Community Town Building’ is town building based on a ‘Community’ approach that divides the municipal
area into several districts.
(Example) In the case of systems that support the elderly, administration is the center of the overall municipal support for facilities
that serve as consulting bases and the provision of nursing care services, but it is vital to ensure that administration, community and
related organizations that are working together keep a watch out and establish a rapport as well as carrying out communities’
independent efforts so that each individual elderly person does not become isolated. To this end, in citizens’ daily lives, a close-touch
approach in the community is essential.

◆From a community approach, we will further the building of measures and systems that allow the ‘community
wishes’ to reflect in town building and fulfill these wishes while respecting community initiative and diversity.
For this purpose, we will carry out ‘Community Decentralization’ which will make the building of communities
easier.
●The picture of ‘Community Decentralization’ aimed for
We aim for a situation where throughout every municipal area, “all the various communities make efforts in
cooperation between administrations and communities through sharing appropriate roles and furthering their active
town building towards the realization of the community’s own wishes.”

◆In order to further community town building, communities will be given opportunities to consolidate town
building plans for each different community from their own initiative, ‘Our Town’s Promotion Plan
(provisional title)’, and to develop activities that conform with this. At a community level, each community is
expected to secure the structure that will enable them to promote town building by utilizing the community’s
power and to advance the development of activities while sharing essential activities together.
【The picture of cooperation and support between communities and administrations in ‘community town building’】

Administration

Community（Based on primary school zones）

・Decide/promote ‘plan by region’ based on ‘community
wishes’
・Improve administrative structures that will make the
promotion of ‘community town building’ with
communities possible and develop activities’ (training of
human resources, organizational structure, securing
bases for activities etc.)
・Fulfill all support systems and measures (community
budgets, improvement of rules and regulations etc.)

Support

Cooperation

・ Decide/promote ‘Our Town’s Promotion Plan
(provisional title)’ that consolidates the direction of
‘Community town building’.
・Secure systems that utilize the power of communities
and develop activities
・ Secure resources (people, organizations, funds,
activity bases, information etc.) by fulfilling all support
systems and measures.

Support

Intermediary Support Organizations
Coordination of support and consolidating
organizations
of
diverse
activities
(Connecting role)

Theme based activity groups
NPO, civil activist groups, universities,
business people, social businesses etc.
(Activities in a variety of fields are carried
out including welfare, sound raising of
children, environmental preservation and
consumer issues)

【Map of Current Yao primary School Zones (as of 2010)】

◆In view of the promotion of community
decentralization, based on the process of
the town’s efforts to date, each school
zone will become a community unit
(primary schools zones will be used in
principle but junior high-schools may be
used, depending on the situation of
community activities).

：Branch offices
：Community centers / human
rights community centers

Reference：Overview of Yao City
Municipality Becoming Effective on

April 1, 1948

Area

41.71KM２

Population

Population of basic residents’ register and registered foreign citizens (September 30, 2010)

271,931 people (male population: 131,366, female population: 140,565)
Number of households: 118,651

Yao City Emblem

Formed with the “Y” and “O” of “YAO”, the circle (‘en’) represents the amiable (‘en’-man) execution of
municipal administration, the Y that protrudes slightly from the circle represents the development of
the town in the future. The trisection created by the Y in the middle of the circle stands for peace,
freedom and equality

Established on July 4, 1958

The tree and flower of Yao

Yao’s tree: Ginkgo

Yao’s flower: Chrysanthemum
Selected on April 1, 1968

The Yao Citizens’ Charter
We, the citizens of Yao shall
1. cultivate the power of the young
1. interact with each other with warm hearts
1. build a green town
1. take care of our cultural heritage
1. live while enjoying work
Established on November 3, 1964
The Yao Charter for Peace and Security
We shall
1. raise each and every citizen’s awareness of disaster and crime prevention
1. create a mutually supportive community with kindness and concern for others
1. cultivate richness of community activities and further town building that is
strong against disasters and crime
1. protect our children, who assume the responsibility of the next generation, from
crime
1. observe the rules of society and honor community peace
Established on October 1, 2005
*Please visit public reading rooms, any library and branch offices regarding ‘Basic Concept’, ‘Plan by
Goal’ and ‘Plan by Community’. Information is also available on the Yao City homepage.
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